AGREEMENT: Cooperation agreement between “Nile University” (NU) and “Università degli Studi di Cagliari” (UNICA).

COUNTRY: Egypt

UNIVERSITY: Nile University
NU | Nile University | internationally recognized learning

SUBJECT AREA: Environmental Civil Engineering and Architecture

TYPE OF AGREEMENT: Memorandum of understanding

WHAT THE AGREEMENT ENTAILS: promote interaction between NU and UNICA in mutual benefit areas, advance research and teaching activities in the field of people-environment studies and urban studies, assist NU in achieving its mission as a non-profit regional education leader in the areas of integrative architectural and urban education people-centre design, sponsoring eligible students for conducting graduate degrees Masters and Ph. D. degrees in UNICA, creating joint courses, diplomas and collaborative design studios, exchange of faculty members for research, lectures and discussion, support exchange of visiting professors, organizing Joint Winter /Summer School, provide international and NU students opportunities for a semester abroad at UNICA.

TYPE OF FINANCING: University

DATE AGREED: Unica (13/01/2022) Nile University (3/11/2021)

EXPIRY DATE: unlimited unless terminated by mutual agreement

COORDINATOR: Prof. Ivan Blečić

MANAGING BODY: Department of Civil Engineering and Architecture

ADDRESS: Via Corte d’Appello n. 87, 09124 Cagliari

E-MAIL: ivanblecic@unica.it